
The Supervillain's Guide
to Being a Fat Kid
by Matt Wallace
JF Wallace
Tired of constantly being bullied by
eighth-grade hotshot Johnny Pro,
Max gets some advice from
imprisoned supervillain Master Plan
to get even but soon learns that his
help comes at a high price.

Last Gamer Standing
by Katie Zhao
JF Zhao
Twelve-year-old Reyna is the up-
and-coming junior amateur Dayhold
gamer, competing in a VR battle
royale against AI monsters and
human players.

Juvenile Graphic Novels
Two-Headed Chicken
by Tom Angleberger
JGN Angleberger
Chased by a VERY hungry moose,
a plucky two-headed chicken,
wearing a universe-hopping
Astrocap, learns to expect the
unexpected as each BZOOP! lands
him in another bizarre world.

Power Up
by Sam Nisson
JGN Power Up
Forging a powerful team online,
two gamers find their virtual and
real lives turned upside down by an
act of wrongdoing that challenges
their partnership.
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Stuntboy, in the
Meantime
by Jason Reynolds
JF Reynolds
While leading a double life as
Stuntboy, Portico Reeve tries to keep
his parents’ marriage together, deal
with his anxiety, and face an enemy
who vows to prove there is nothing
super about him.

Molly and the Machine
by Erik Jon Slangerup
JF Slangerup
When her brother is snatched up
before her eyes during the summer
of 1983, Molly follows the robot
culprit through the hills of Southern
Ohio where she comes face-to-face
with the mastermind behind it.

Leonard (My Life as a Cat)
by Carlie Sorosiak
JF Sorosiak
Rescued by a young girl when a
space mission gone wrong
strands him on the planet Earth in
the form of a cat, Leonard
tries to make his way back home
while his young friend introduces
him to the world of humans.

Weird Kid
by Greg Van Eekhout
JF Van Eekhout
Jake Foster, a shapeshifting alien of
goo disguised as a human, and his
spunky friend Agnes investigate the
mysterious takeover of their
neighbors by "imblobsters" and
uncover the reason Jake is losing
control of his ability to keep his
human shape.

Children

Science
Fiction

Explore our universe and beyond!
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Juvenile Fiction
Amari and the Night
Brothers
by B.B. Alston
JF Alston
Thirteen-year-old Amari, a poor
Black girl from the projects, gets
an invitation from her missing
brother to join the Bureau of
Supernatural Affairs.

Stowaway
by John David Anderson
JF Anderson
To save his father after their ship is
attacked, Leo stows away on a
strange ship of mercenary space
pirates and must decide which
humans and aliens to trust to
stay alive.

Ruby Finley vs. the
Interstellar Invasion
by K. Tempest Bradford
JF Bradford
When 11-year-old Ruby Finley
captures an alien bug that burns a
hole through her window and
disappears, she must find this
invasive species before the Feds do.

12 to 22: POV You Wake
Up in the Future!
by Jen Calonita
JF Calonita
Clicking on a mysterious new
TikTok filter, Harper transports
herself 10 years into the future,
where she is 22.

Albert Hopper, Science
Hero: Worming to the
Center of the Earth!
by John Himmelman
JF Himmelman
On a mission to go where no frog has
gone before, Albert, Polly, and Tad
board the worm-ship Wiggles to
travel through rocks, rubble,
and lava.

The Lion of Mars
by Jennifer L. Holm
JF Holm
Bell has spent his whole life on Mars,
but he's still just a regular kid. When
a virus breaks out and the grown-
ups all fall ill, Bell and the other
children are the only ones who can
help. It's up to Bell to uncover the
truth and save his family.

Hana Hsu and the Ghost
Crab Nation
by Sylvia Liu
JF Liu
Determined to be meshed to the
multiweb through a neural implant
from Start-Up just like her mom and
sister, 12-year-old Hana Hsu
uncovers a conspiracy that
threatens everything and everyone
she knows.

Last Gate of the Emperor
by Kwame Mbalia
JF Mbalia
Enduring an isolated existence in
hardscrabble Addis Prime, a star
underground augmented reality
gamer finds his small family targeted
by city-razing monsters waging a
galaxy-spanning war.

Alien Summer
by James S. Murray
JF Murray
An intern at the most interesting
place on Earth, Viv Harlow finds
her summer overrun by aliens
when they escape Area 51, causing
her and her best friends to gear up
with gadgets to save a baby alien—
and the day.

Field Guide to the
Supernatural Universe
by Alyson Noël
JF Noël
When 12-year-old Max is
sent to live with his eccentric
grandfather for the summer, he
finds himself on an unlikely quest
to uncover an enchanted book that
contains the key to defeating an
unearthly nemesis.

The Unforgettable Logan
Foster
by Shawn Peters
JF Peters
Noticing some odd things about his
prospective parents, Logan Foster
becomes caught in the middle of
a massive battle, forcing him to find
a way to save the day, along with his
new family.

Trouble in the Stars
by Sarah Prineas
JF Prineas
A chase across the galaxy ensues
when a troublesome little shape-
shifter runs from the law, with
safety, freedom, and home at stake.
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